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From the MIT Technology Review… 

 
[From CT.org: Isaac Asimov is one of the world’s great thinkers; also, an active writer and 
educator. His thoughts on creativity are foundational to anyone’s education.] 
 

Isaac Asimov Asks,  
“How Do People Get New Ideas?” 
LINK: https://www.technologyreview.com/ 
LINK: https://www.technologyreview.com/2014/10/20/169899/isaac-asimov-asks-how-
do-people-get-new-ideas/ 
 
A 1959 Essay by Isaac Asimov on Creativity 

by  

• Isaac Asimov archive page 
October 20, 2014 

 

From MIT Published with permission of Asimov Holdings. 
 

Note from Arthur Obermayer, friend of the author: 

In 1959, I worked as a scientist at Allied Research Associates in Boston. The 

company was an MIT spinoff that originally focused on the effects of nuclear 

weapons on aircraft structures. The company received a contract with the acronym 

GLIPAR (Guide Line Identification Program for Antimissile Research) from the 

Advanced Research Projects Agency to elicit the most creative approaches possible 

for a ballistic missile defense system. The government recognized that no matter 

how much was spent on improving and expanding current technology, it would 

remain inadequate. They wanted us and a few other contractors to think “out of the 

box.” 

When I first became involved in the project, I suggested that Isaac Asimov, who was 

a good friend of mine, would be an appropriate person to participate. He expressed 

his willingness and came to a few meetings. He eventually decided not to continue, 

because he did not want to have access to any secret classified information; it 

would limit his freedom of expression. Before he left, however, he wrote this essay 

on creativity as his single formal input. This essay was never published or used 

beyond our small group. When I recently rediscovered it while cleaning out some 

old files, I recognized that its contents are as broadly relevant today as when he 

wrote it. It describes not only the creative process and the nature of creative people 

but also the kind of environment that promotes creativity. 

https://www.technologyreview.com/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2014/10/20/169899/isaac-asimov-asks-how-do-people-get-new-ideas/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2014/10/20/169899/isaac-asimov-asks-how-do-people-get-new-ideas/
https://www.technologyreview.com/author/isaac-asimov/
http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1959/1959%20-%200699.html
http://www.asimovonline.com/asimov_home_page.html
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Isaac Asimov 
Andy Friedman 

ON CREATIVITY 

How do people get new ideas? 

Presumably, the process of creativity, whatever it is, is essentially the same in all its branches 

and varieties, so that the evolution of a new art form, a new gadget, a new scientific principle, all 

involve common factors. We are most interested in the “creation” of a new scientific principle or 
a new application of an old one, but we can be general here. 

One way of investigating the problem is to consider the great ideas of the past and see just how 

they were generated. Unfortunately, the method of generation is never clear even to the 

“generators” themselves. 

But what if the same earth-shaking idea occurred to two men, simultaneously and independently? 

Perhaps, the common factors involved would be illuminating. Consider the theory of evolution 

by natural selection, independently created by Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace. 

There is a great deal in common there. Both traveled to far places, observing strange species of 

plants and animals and the manner in which they varied from place to place. Both were keenly 

interested in finding an explanation for this, and both failed until each happened to read 

Malthus’s “Essay on Population.” 

Both then saw how the notion of overpopulation and weeding out (which Malthus had applied to 

human beings) would fit into the doctrine of evolution by natural selection (if applied to species 

generally). 

Obviously, then, what is needed is not only people with a good background in a particular field, 

but also people capable of making a connection between item 1 and item 2 which might not 

ordinarily seem connected. 

Undoubtedly in the first half of the 19th century, a great many naturalists had studied the manner 

in which species were differentiated among themselves. A great many people had read Malthus. 

Perhaps some both studied species and read Malthus. But what you needed was someone who 

studied species, read Malthus, and had the ability to make a cross-connection. 

That is the crucial point that is the rare characteristic that must be found. Once the cross-

connection is made, it becomes obvious. Thomas H. Huxley is supposed to have exclaimed after 

reading On the Origin of Species, “How stupid of me not to have thought of this.” 

But why didn’t he think of it? Read more at: LINK: 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2014/10/20/169899/isaac-asimov-asks-how-do-people-get-new-

ideas/ 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2014/10/20/169899/isaac-asimov-asks-how-do-people-get-new-ideas/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2014/10/20/169899/isaac-asimov-asks-how-do-people-get-new-ideas/

